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TO EASTERN CO-EDS
What are the rules for the
Leap Year Dance? 'Learn to
Squire' by reading regulations p~blished on page three
of this issue.

EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK
Players Production of 'Riddle Me This' Tuesda.y,
Wednesday Nights, 8 P. M.;
Basketball- Eastern vs. Carbondaile here Thursday, 7:30

Ueacbers (.tollege 1Rews
Columbia Medalist
Winner, 1935

"TELL THE TRU~ AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

/CPA First Pla ce
1931-32-33-31-35

.o,.~~-&
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Speech Meet

MOVIE FODDER FOUND
BY PLAYERS CLUB AT
FIRST AMATEUR NIGHT

AtTCisWon
By DuQuoin!

"We discovered talent good enough
\for the movies," said Agnes Worland
.
after .the Players' meeting held on
Teachers College1 Htgh Places ,Monday night, February 10. The meetSecond; Winner Scores Total !ing proved to be a hilarious one as
of 87 Points for Overwhelming :each member answered the roll call
Win Here Saturday.
with an original <?? ?) stunt. One of
the highlights of the evening was the
piano duet of the guest artists Madame
Stallingsky and Monsieur Chamberosky.
DuQuoin high school easily capturNursery rhymes were very popular,
ed first honors and all but four of the but in ea.c h case the entertainer was
prize awards in TC High's invita- very nervous. "Mary had a llttle lamb"
tiona! speech tournament held at the iwas by far the most popular. Ask Evecolle e all da Saturday. The winner lyn Keith and D~n Mor~an if ,t hey
g
. Y
. .
.
Ihave "Rhythm
m Therr Nursery
had 87 pomts; TC flmshed m second 1 h
, K th . Sh
d Glad
a erme . ore_s a.n
ys
place with 34 points and Robinson : R y~es.
.
d
'th
28
.
t
Watkins
have
one
thmg
m
commonth
was
1r w1
pom s.
. .
t
b t
Th
1·
.
.
.
llspmg; cue, u - - .
e c rmax
SlX h:gh schools competed m the Iof the evening was reached when Mr.
tourney. The~ were: . Bu~ker Hill, Shiley approached the piano, prepared
Casey, DuQuom, Martmsv1lle, Rob- ~ to play one of his famous piano solos.
Sixty-four con- But he was so perturbed hy the dust
inson, an_d TC.
testants were entered and 13 special on the pi.a no stool that he could not
guests accompanied their
teams. give his best to the "Moonlight SonWood River, with a large delegation, ata."
also was scheduled to compete but
withdrew late Friday because of the ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
unsatisfactory
traveling
conditions
caused by icy highways.
___
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Players to Present 'Riddle Me This' on
Tuesday,Wednesday Nights; Quiz Cast
"Just Wait'll Kirk and I Start
in'', Says Inspector McKinley
(Willard Duey) in His Best
'Flatfoot' Manner.

'Inspector McKinley'

Recreation Tickets Will Admit
Only on Tuesday Night; John
Mason Br:oiWn Recommends Hilarious Courtroom Drama.

j'

Six Schools Enter

Cast Is Optimistic

'1

Comedy Is Highlight

By Kathry'n Wa~er
Like cast members interviewed last'
week, additional actors in the play,
"Riddle Me This," to be presented this
week on Tuesday and
Wednesday
nights, were optimistic about the play's
reception. All of them are of the opinion that this is .the type of play every
student will appreciate.
Latest individual opinions shape up
something like this:
·
Willard Duey, Springfield, alias Inspector McKinley _ "Yeah, 1 was in a
high scho.ol p~ay. We were all set for
it and then the high school building
blew up so we couldn't give it. That

"Riddle Me This! is an excellent
courtroom
drama," said John Mason
1
Brown, famous theatre critic. On
Tuesday and Wednesday nights, of this
week, this comedy -t hriller will be presented at Eastern as a number of the
'~ Entertainment Course.
On Tuesday night only, students will
I be admitted on recreation .tickets. For
: all others; the admission price will be
· 25 cents. On Wednesday night, the
admission price for everyone will be 25
cents, and, of course, recreation tickets will not admit.
J
In the first scene, a man is murdered, and the audience not only sees
was a good start for my play acting,
the crime, but it also sees the man
eh? No, 1 -didn't blow up the buildWILLARD DUEY
who
commits the crime. The action
ing. I did get to be in one play that
of the play is concerned with finding
we gave all over town, "School Daze."
1\1
the guilty man and clearing an innoIt was a wow! Naw, I won't have
~eutra
cent
person whom the murderer has
~
stage fright that night.
Sure, the
££
involved.
C'ontest· Gets Late Start
11 Jl
•
school will like it. Just wait'll Kirk
0
TT
Reports from rehearsal onlookers
The day was opened with registraand I start in.
keep saying, "watch Spence and Duey."
tion at 8:45. Because several schools
Edward Foreman, Charleston, alias
were late, welcome and announce- Three Education Gatherings Will Jack Reed.-"! was with the dramatics News .S ponsors Editorial Writ- They will be responsible for all the
fun-making and wit, which is said to
ments were not made until almost 10
club in high school. However, this is
ing
Contest
on
Subject
of
. ·
t
~~
Be
Visited
Within
Ne~t
1
be
amply cradled in clever lines.
o'clock.
Pre 1mmary con es~ were
my first college attempt. The play
Neutrality,
In
·a ddition to Spence and Duey, the
he~d immediately afterwards. There
Two Weeks.
will go big with the crowd. Stage
cast includes: Wal.t on Morris, Janice
were three classes of competition;
fright? Yes, of course. More in anThe News is sponsoring an editorial !Hertz, Frank Day, Lloyd Kincaid, Don
Class A for those who had participatPresiden!i R. G. Buzzard, Dean F. A. ticipation than in r eality, however."
ed in two or more interscholastic ·Beu, Walter W. Cook, and Jay B. MaeJane Smith, Sullivan, alias Mrs. At- contest on the subject, "Will .Neutral- ' Tolliver, Kathryn Walker, Jane Smith,
contests; Class B for those who had Gregor will be in St. Louis next Fri- vin-"No, I've never been in a college ity Keep Us Out of War?" in which Don Shields, Juanita Brown, Edward
appeared in one meet; Class C for day and Saturday in attendance at the play before. I was in operetta.s in high all students of the college will be elig'i- Foreman, and Josephine Thomas.
On the production staff are Ruby
those who had no previous experience annual meeting of .the American Asso- school. This play is swell. The audi- bie to compete.
The
only
requirements
are
these:
Stallings,
Evelyn Ringo, Evelyn Keith,
in interscholastic contests.
ciation of Teachers Colleges.
ence will fike it-best cast that could
Limit the editorial to not more than Kathryn Walker, and Geor.ge Henry.
In each of these classes there were
Beginning on Sunday they will at- be had is in it!" Now, Jane! "The
four divisions: humorous, dramatic tend the anual meeting of the depart- crap-shooting scene is one of the best. 1 000 words· manuscripts must be This play will be presented with
•
·
in to' News heads or placed in Rob ert sh·l
. 1 ey as drrector,
and under
ment of superintendents of the Nation- I I can't tell you much; I'm not in a turned
oratorical, and poetry readings.
the
News
box
in
the
east
corridor
not
the
auspices
of
the
Players.
TC entrants made an excellent show- al Educational asso~iation which lasts fighting mood." At this point Jane's
Eon
ing in preliminaries, nine out of 10 through Thursday mght.
room mate informed us that Jane is later than Wednesday, March 11. Each
entered qualifying for the finals.
On the following week-end, Friday to receive some hand-picked flowers editorial must be accompanied by stuIn the finals, however, DuQuoin and Saturday, Feb. 28 and 29, they are from California the night of the play. dent's signed statement that his ediwas superior in practically every di- to attend the annual convention of the "No stage fright. Course not. My part torial is original, together with :Q.is
T~
I 4
vision. Results were as follows:
Progressive
Education
association, fits like a glove 'cause' I'm Irish. But name, both of which should be in enResults Are Listed
which convenes in Chicago.
t'll just leave it to ·S pence to put them velope accompanying the manuscript.
Humorous reading - Eileen Price,
It is at the meeting of the Teachers in the aisles." Any co-operation be- The author must not sign his name
President R. C. Buzzard spoke before
to the article submitted.
two county teachers institute meetings
DuQuoin, first; Jean Patterson, Du- college association that Lotus D. Goff- tween these two?
Frank Day, Charleston, alias Dr.
during the past week. On Thursday
Quoin, secon9; Harold Lee Hayes, TC, man, now of Minnesota, and Thomas
Local Committee to Judge
third.
Briggs, of Columbia, who are former Sully-"Well, in high school I was in
he
appeared before the
Whiteside
A comm1ttee of Eastern faculty
Modern poetry - Frances Faught, members of the Eastern faculty, are the dr!l-matic club and in some plays. members will judge local entries. News County institute meeting in Morrison,
College? Oh, The Intruder. This play heads will invite Charles H. Coleman, lll. He addressed the Wabash County
Robinson, first; Dwight Croesmann, scheduled to speak.
EISTC
is going to be a 'break' for the students. Glenn H. Seymour, S. E. Thomas, and institute at Mt. Carmel Friday.
DuQuoin, second; Martha Anderson,
He reports .that Morrison was snowTC, third.
Jane Smith they'll like. And the end- F. L. Andrews to judge the manuDramatic reading - J. v. Walker,
mg will appeal to the sadistic element scripts.
bound and the meeting scheduled for
DuQuoin, first; Jean Patterson, secin some of them. There's dynam'ite in
This local contest represents a.n the previous Friday was called off
ond; Betty Lou Bails, TC, third.
that ending-; it'll really get them. I'm effort to stimulate interest among stu- and held on Thursday. In contrast,
Oratory - James Harper, DuQuoin,
President R. G . Buzzard was in always just a little nervous before the dents in world events. The winning Mt. Carmel was bathed in a spring
first; Richard Dunn, DuQuoin, second; Springfield Sunday and Monday to at- play begins but I don't have stage manuscript at EI will be sent to con- sun !=tnd no ice or snow were in eviVirginia Allen, DuQuoin, third.
t d th
ul
t·
f th Stat fright. And I think this play is going test directors of ·t he Foreign Policy dence.
en
e reg ar mee mg 0
e
e to be the' biggest success yet."
His topic for hoth meetings was,
DuQuoin thus took eight out of Normal School Board. Matters of
Janice Hertz; alias Mrs. Tindal-??? association and the magazine Nation,
"World
Time, World Location and
twelve possible positions in fnals business were discussed. A report of
who are sponsoring a nation-wide conTeaching
History and Ge~aphy
competition. They made a clean activity will be made later in the News.
test
on
this
topic.
These
two
organ(Continued on Page 8)
sweep of the oratory divisions.
izations are offering prizes for the best Through Reading."
----EISTC---DuQuoin won a large cup for havmanuscripts. First pri:z;e will win $50;
ing the largest aggregate score and
second prize, $25; five third· prize
three of the silver loving cups offered
w'i nners will be given subscriptions to
the Nation; five fourth prize winners
to division winners.
will be entitled to meml:>ership in the
Following the finals, a dance and
A new-type examination schedule for
Foreign Policy association.
party was held in the auditorium
By Aline Claar
the play which they think is the most
the
Winter term has been announced
from
3 to 5 p. m. A luncheon was
Reference Material Is Plentiful
.
.
" W asn't h e marve11 ous.?" "Didn't you outstanding. The main flaw in this
from the main office. All exams will
given for delegates at the Baptist . 1ove h 1s
. E astern accent?"
w·th
those system is that by the time many of the
Reference material on the subject of be held in two day&-Thursday and
.
1
k
h
.
·
h
ch urch .
neutrality
may be found in the library. Friday, March 5 and 6.
remar s ec omg m our ears we ur- members of the advisory board get to
Many sources of information are availEasterners Assist Director
ried to meet Mr. John Mason Brown. see the plays, several are closed.
There is to be no reading period, as
Miss Roberta Poos, director of the He was looking very relaxed with a.
So the ·Critics Circle is offering a. able.
for the past three quarters. Lack of
local speech entrants and a member of lighted cigarette in his hand. But prize for the best play written by an
Students will have an opportunity interest on the part of students and
the English department, was in there was a wary glint in his eyes as American playwright. There is no to do work on contest manuscripts faculty members caused its discontinucharge of the tournament. Miss Win- if he feared to he caught off guard. He limitation as to the kind of play. The over term-end. The deadline again, ance.
ifred Neely and Robert Shiley assist- spoke rapidly using many gestures as Critics Citcle cannot offer a cash prize for entering editorials is March 11'.
The schedule is: Thursday - all 8
ed in greeting guests. Sudent teachers he had done in his talk. When we (Not be.i ng rich, you know). So they
The winning editorial will appear in o'clock classes, 8-9:45; all 9:50 classes,
who acted as officials· !Jicluded Rose- asked him ,t o make a statement rubout will present the ·w inner with a silver the January 17 'issue of the Teachers 9 :50-11:35; all 1 o'clock classes, 1-2:45;
Marie Megaw, Louise McCord, and his contemporary critics, he smiled and plaque, w!lich will never "keep the College News.
all 2:50 classes, 2:50-4:35; Friday-all
Frances Davis. Four members of the answered,
---EIST'c--home ;fires burning."
8:55 classes, 8-9:45; all 10:45 classes,
Players assisted as judges: Josephine
"Well, I can't say something about Our interview was terminated abrupt9:50-11:35; all 1:55 o'clock classes, 1Thomas, Walton Morris,
Georgia each one of my contemporary critics. ly . whe:t:l Mr. Brown departed for the
2:45; all classes which conflict at other
But I can tell you about something home of Miss Isa;bel McKinney, ·t here
Leisher, and Gladys Watkins.
hours, 2 : 50-4: 35.
TC High students served as chair- that's being tried this year for the first to ·b e guest of honor at a reception. It
---ltiSTc---men for the various contest divisions. time. The foremost critics, sixteen in is understood that he proved himself Final issue of the News during the
CREDENTIALS ARE DUE
Those serving in this capacity in- number, are offering a critic's prize. a delightful conversationalist. Those Winter term will appear next Tuesday,
eluded: Joe Snyder, Rosina Sissell, The critics feel that some excellent who attended the reception were: Mr. February 25. Those having news items
Students registering for
practice
Mildred Baker, Helen Cox, Ruth plays have been overlooked by the and Mrs. H. DeF. Widger, Mr. and Mrs. or notices which should appear be- teaching should be turning in .t heir creSwickard, Marion Greene, Owen Har- judges who award the Pulitzer prize. E. H. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ver- tween then and the start of the new dentials to ithe Placement Bureau,
Ian, Anita Dowler, Arlin Rennels, In order ,t o select the winner of the wiebe, Mr. and Mrs. Ql1incy Guy Bur- term are asked to report them to the states Walter W. Cook, head of the BuHelen Lippincott, Ruth Rains, Rus- Pulitzer award, three judges have been ris, Miss O!'a Neal, Miss Florence Mc- News editor or drop written copy of reau and of the Training school. March
sell Myers, Mildred Moore, Jack choosing a list of plays, which they Afee, Miss Louise McKinney, Miss such in the News box. The first issue 1 is the deadline for filing of credenMonts, Wilson Day, Walter Reasor, submit to an advisory board. The Alice McKinney, Robert Shiley, F. L. of the paper in the Spring term will tials. After that time a one doll8il"
John Reynolds, _a nd Jo~. Stoner.
1members of that board in turn choose Andrews, a.nd Mr. Brown.
be published on March 17,
penalty will 'be charged,

I

I

rc:'aculty Plans to
A tten d lYieetrngS

l

1•rty £ ssay
C n teSt 0 ered

I

p resr•den f S pea k s
Be.core 'reachers

Normal Board Holds
Springfield Meeting

John Mason Brown Tells of Critics'
Circle, Organized to Select Best Plays

Winter Quarter Exam'
Schedql_e Is Released

Publication Schedule
For Term Nears End

Tuesday, February 18, 1936

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Page Two

EI Instructors Are.
Authors of Arttcles

Speaker Brown Doesn't Impress Elmer
(Not Surprising); Leaders Fete Nears

Shop Work Pointers
Given by L. A. Clark

Miss Emma . Reinhardt of the educaStray Notes Author Describes tion department has an article in The
Work of Rep,orter ; Says News Journa1 of Higher Education for Feb
ruary, 1936, entitled, "Some Student
is Verification of Facts.
Opinions." This was written as a re"News for us newspapermer is no sult of the two social hygiene' lectures
longer facts, but just verification of
the facts," said Lee Lynch, creator given last winter. Students who were
of the Courier column, "Stray Notes," interested particularly w'ill enjoy reading the article on page ni.riety-three to
before Monday's meeting of Sigma
'Delta. "The spoken word, coming learn the opinions of some of the
ninety-six students.
·over the radio, is bringing news to the
Miss Leah Stevens, 7th grade critic,
public faster than the press can ever
and
geography teacher, had ·a n article
.expect to do it, and newspapers have
in
the
January Economic Geography.
been relegated to the position of verThe
article
is entitled, "Rise of Port
.ifiers of the spoken word."
Vancouver, British Columbia." She
The last of Mr. Lynch's talk congives the stages of the rise, the grain
cerned getting the news and the way export stage, the factors contributing
in which his column is made.
He to the rise, opening of the Panama
tipped 'off the News reporters to the Canal, increase in area of wheat land
many conunon sense do's and don'ts and wheat output of the prairie provconnected with being a successful and inces, reduction of freight rates on
popular reportei:, and spoke of the grain shipped westward, developmenh
hazards of news
gathering.
His of new markets, improved port faciliwhole talk was i'nterspersed with ties, changes in port administration,
anecdotes and instances which prov- and shipping connections to major
ed his points and made his talk of trade areas. The article is found on
special interest to Charlestonites.
page 61 and will be of particular inMr. Lynch showed the group his terest to geography students.
United Press pass, which is number
- - - E I S T C;- - 5 among the possible 150 in the state FORMER E. I. FACULTY
of Illinois.
·
About sixteen members of Sigr.na
MEMBERS WILL SPEAK
Delta were present at the meeting
which was held at the cottinghams' · Lotus D. Coffman and Thomas
home on Harrison street.
Games Briggs, both former teachers at Eastwere played after the talk and re- ern, will speak at a convention for
freshments were served.
Florence I superintendents of schoo:s in St.
Cottingham was in charge of the Louis. These general session programs
meeting.
are to be held February 22-27.
---EisT
Mr.
Briggs,
Teachers
College,
Columbia lJniversity, will speak on
Monday, February 24, at 9:15 a. m. on
the subject, "The Issues of Secondary
Education."
. Miss ·Ada Hess, state supervisor of
home econonlics spoke at the Home
Economics meeting on Monday night on
the subject, "Personality Plus."
In
her list of necessary personality traits

•·-------------------------------DEAR ELMIREE:
1
That was a mighty purty valentine
I
you sent me, specially the lace.
sure did like it. I got another one
that made a crack about me being
from the country. I guess they don't
know me since I got polished.
I ask a teacher today what I made
on that the-r e "how smart you are"
test and he wouldn't tell me -- and
what's more said that he never would
tell me. It seems the most uncongress thing to take a test and
then not know what you got on it.
It's like butterin' your bread and not
eatin' it -- seems to me like.
They're gonna have a
Campus
Leaders' Bankuet some time soon. I
haven't. gotten my invitation yet but
I'm expecting one most any day
now. That's really an affair of exclusion where only the big shots get
to percipitate. I wouldn't be surprised but what they ask me to speak
I got a good joke ready if they do.
I must have a purty good figger to
:ook at. One of the girls in the art
department a sk me would I be a
model. I said "this y ear's or last"-just. to kinda kid her.
She didn't
laugh much tho. She said that she
thought that I represented a type
but I still think its's cause I'm so good
To oblivion, shouts Elmer, as he emto look at.
ulates John Mason Brown. He probI went to a lecture Friday night on ably means the one at Podunk, not on
account one of my teachers said I Broadway. Elmer plans a speaking
oughta. John Brown was his name tour.
and he came all the way down here
from New York to talk about some lowe'en party. And on Washington's
shows that haven't been here yet.
Birthday too. They ca;ll it a closed
It just goes to show how slow Pem- in dance. It would be kinda chilly
berton Hall gir;s are. They're just if it wasn't is all I gotta say.
now gettin' around to havin' a HalWell, I don't know when I'm gonna
get to see you again E:miree.
As
long as the ice stays on I can't get
down to my thumbin' post.
Elmer.

L. A. Clark of the Bridgeport T ownship high school spoke before the Industrial Arts club Tuesday evening on
the subject, "Practical Teaching of
Practical Shop Work." As an introduction to his talk, Mr. Clark gave
some examples by way of illustrating
that practicalness is an essential
criterion for judging the value of a
subject.

she included: health, Cleanliness of
It has been the sad f.ate of James
mind and body, ~one~~Y,_ tact, sense of Branch Cabell to be filed and indexed
humor, punctuality, Willmgness to as- ·as 'a master with words' and littl·e else.
sum~ responsi-bility, and ~ependabilty. Therefore, those who indulge in read~ISS Hess suggested usmg the fo~- ing b eautiful words and hence are Calowmg score sheet as a check on one s I bellian conscious will delight to hear
self:
.
that his latest book, "Preface to the
Can you be hap_p y when. Ignored? 1 Past," has just been released. For us
Can you make fnends easily?
Can • there is a great deal more to Cabell's
you give way ~ minor matters even works than a collection of words. He
when you are nght? Do you change is a supreme caricaturist, a facile story
yow· mind often?
Do you ke~p teller, and a devastating wit.
promises faithfully? Do you avmd
Baskets
argument? Do you work with folks
Samuel Yellen gives a good descripwhom you do not like? Do you ac- titm of labor troubles in recent years
cept criticism with profit? Do you re- in a document called "American Labor
peat only t he good of people ~nd let
the evil die? Are you at ease Wit~ superiors? Are you happy when fnends
have better things t~an you ?have?
Can you get along With people·
Do
you keep the same ~riends yea~ after

Struggles." This is a valuable book.
Back for another curtain call is a
story concerned with river folk called
"Banjo On My Knee." It is written
by Harry Hamilton and probably will
sell a million.
Free Throws.
I
"Laughing Millions" -- this absurd 1
title heads a book dealing with romance, and presumably mountains, in
Franc~ . Kay Lynn is the author.
Two bus-boy authors are conducting
tours this season. Samuel J. Beckett
t akes us on a tour in "A Wayfarer in
Norway." Con O'L{)ary does the same
in "A Wayfarer in Ireland."
Personal Fou1s
We don't know how you feel about
these African - Mexico adventure
travelogues, but we'll never enjoy
one until the adventurer comes out second best. So we don't like Count Byron

Lee Lynch Speaks
For Sigma Delta

Personality Plus Is
Subject of Address

Our Theatre Doomed

In the second part of the talk Mr.
Clark told of his organization of a
shop course called Oil Field Mechanics at Bridgeport high school.
This project has a complete, working,
miniature oil field and is the only one
of its type in the U. S. This u nique
project has been carried on for five
years. It deals with operating and
maintaining a complete oil field.
Some of the things included in the
course are studies of geology of favorable oil lands, drilling, pumping, ref ining, and marketing of oil. Besides
this the class does plumbing and
electrical work around the high school
which is just one part of the practicalness of it. Mr. Clark has been
successful in placing directly in the
oil fields a number of his graduates.
Mr. Clark's talk was valuable in
that he kept the teacher aim paramount. The industrial arts department was invit ed to inspect M r .
Clark's unusual experiment.
---E I STC-~-

Patronize our News advertisers!

Application
Photographs
You can have them made from
your W a.rll-ler picture.

AR T C RA F T

~Looks at Books'- News and Reviews

!

Subsidy for College
Avi"ati"on Is Prospect

~?keep~~~~~ey
you
yourself well-groomed?.

~

Milk Keeps You Going!!

I

I·

I

STUDIO

This most complete of all foods is absolutely es;ential to
the daily well be'i ng of adults and children alike. But it
must be pure, fresh and wholesome. Our milk--because it
is bottled under the strictest sanitary supervision, fresh
because it is rushed direct to you w'ith a minimum of delay,
wh olesome because it contains a deep cream l'ine t h at remains always ihe same. P a tronize MEADOW GOLD DAIRY
a nd be sur.e of r eceiving da ily the highest quality milk on
the m a rket.

Meadow Gold Dairy
PHONE 7

7th & VAN BUREN

A~~M~~<~>-Th~isa~~~~·~Q~~~w~~·--------------------~----------~
distinct
possibility of a government
·
··

rr::y~~~ueel~~ s~~hw~lr~;r~:~~~e~~e~! ~~~~!~~ ~~r ~~l;~estr~~~~~;. 1~h!~~

to
to analyze one's self.

t·-·-C·-H·. A.. .R.._L.-E. -S." T...0..-N.. .,_p.. R....0..-F.. .E...S. S..-1..0-·-NnA...L.. .C. A. R.·D--S--·i
l
before the House Committee on Mi~i- +--·-·-..-·-·-·-~~-~~-~~-. -.. +·---·-·-~~-~~-~~-~~-·-u-••-n- +·--·-·---··--·-n-n-+
tary Affairs last week.

seni:or who made a request appearance

- - -EiaT

Mrs. Mildred Kedley
Descri'bes New Work
- Mrs. Mildred Kedley. who ~n. Jat_luary accepted a t eachrng positiOn rn
t~e Utica N~rmal a~d Indu.strial I~st1tute of U~ICa, MlSs., wr~tes Miss
Lena B. Ellmgton of the history department to tell of her pro ~res..c;;.
She says in part: "I like the country
even if it is cold and sleety.
The
people are very friendly . . . I am
teaching world history and three
classes of English . I also work two
hours a day in the library."
This industrial college is located
35 miles from Jackson, ca pn,al of
Mississippi. It is in the heart of the
black bel of the state, where the
Negroes outnumber the whites seven
to one.
The institution was started in the
open air, in a fores t without visible
means, in 1903 with one teacher and
a few pupils. From this small beginning it has grown to be one of the
leading institutions in the South. The
attendance last year was 500.

According to information Strohmeier
received from Rep. John J. McSwain
(Dem ., S. C.), the committee is considering a bill to authorize the appropriation of federal funds for the encouragement of college flying, and provide for
the formation of a junior air reserve
corps -of college f.iers.

R esid ence, 715

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.

+-------·· . •

le-11-11-11-11-··-···

DR. W. B. TYM

Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
DENTIST
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charlestou, ill.
• - • t - t l - l t -• t - 1 1 1 - l l - " 1 - 1 1 - t l l - l l i - t l - 1 1 - 1+
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II
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l

DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
Strohmeier said he did not believe the 1
1
bD intended anything resembling a 1 Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
regimented military organization.
to 9:00p.m.
EIST
604~ JACKSON 81.'.
Order your flowers by telephone. Call i
Telephone 132
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Alexa nder Bldg.
North Side Square
Phone 340
Frames Repaired-- Lenses Duplicated

street.

---·~~:-:E:i:;;;---1· --·::=~c~=:::---1

I

I+·--·-··-··-·--·-.._. _,._,._.,.
i

Half Pound

HERSHEY
MILD AND MELLOW

Bar lOc

W. E. HILL & SON
OUTHWEST CORNER

In 1 ting your wearing apparel for these event , make sure you
have ·'quality j welry" to keep pace l\ith the style. Cheap jewelry
how poor ta te. Let us how you quality jewelry, up to- date aud jw.t
what you want.

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY
THE LEADING JEWELER

.

omce, 126;

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

I

Bow to Proms with New J ewelry-

;

Phones:

DR. J. R. ALEXA~TDER
516lh Sixth St.

I

Linder Bldg.

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160

I+·,-·--··-~~--··-··-·-·------··-·-·
Physician a.nd Surgeon

omce Hours: 9 a.. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

Ilol+-·-·-·---·-•--•-••-•o-•-•-••-•---•-•DR. 0. E. IDTE
DENTIST

604lh Sixth St.
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770

l

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037

-·41t-II-

DR. B. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

I
.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
1

DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Office Hour s 9:00 to 12 :'0 a. m . 1:1.nd
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

---·--··-··-··---··~·--·--·--·--·--· +-··-··-··~·

.. -----· .. .. .. ..

·--+

Phone: Office and Res. 242
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
5111At Jackson Street

Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5 :30; 7-9
Thursdays--9:00-12; '7-9

..••... ..... • .._,._,,_.._,._,._..___,._.._.._.
CHARLES

~.

GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson Street

Office Hours 8-12--1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES
ARE CiLOSED ON TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
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Leap Year Dance Rules Outlined; Instruct Co-Eds
EI's Campus H uskies to S wap Routine
In Courting:hon E vening of February 29

I The
Eastern Quack I July Marriage of
I
A Letter Home
.
Students Revealed -=------------

Can you tell us, who are the memMy darling Mother and D ad:
bers of "NEWT'S HUNGRY 5"? . . .
Mr. and Mrs. George Voelm of Ob You know that this is Leap Year
Sugar GAIN did not work hard last long, Ill., announce the marriage of and I do need my social life at colMonday night! . . . EI's basketball
lege. Social life is as truly a part of
star, TEDRICK, gave M. E . S. a break. their daughter, Necia Viola , t o George college as schoolwork. "All work and
If he is taking us alphabetically, he Clay Adams, son of Mr. a n d Mrs. Harry no play makes Jill a dull girl." W hat
skipped some . . . At a recent dance Adams, of P aris,
I'm really trying to say is that I
.
what two couples switched partners, Ill.
need some money. You see, my dear
while one couple disappeared leaving a
The single ring
parents, that February 29, the Wowas
wondering girl and a worried boy? .. . ceremony
1 men's League is giving a Leap Year
Why does PEG FELLIS wear her house rea d by R everend
Dance, which means we buy the tickNmman at the
slippers to school?
ets and pay a}l expenses.
Christian
The taylor of our student body lost first
Money needed: Tickets-40c; For
his jane to a certain austin so now he church in K anI
eats
- (No telling how much if my
Ill.,
on
goes with a betty . . . When WALT kakee,
d ate orders a lot) ; For gasoline - ( If
July
27,
1935
at
8
falls, h e falls! He overturned his chair
1so fort unate
as to drive a car);
at the Campus and bumped his head p. m.
News of
' Tot al - As much as possible.
very hard. Don't say you ·a lways their . marriage
So will you please send me the cash
thought he's been dropped on his head 1 is announced for Mrs. George Adams
in
the laundry bag before F ebruary
cause WALT'S my fran! . . . They say the first time in
frozen and there are two lots be1. Girls are to ask the fellows to this
the high road to a man's cardiac re- these columns, having been kept 29 and I sure a m going to show Bob
tween his home and .the next one
(he's my hero) just as good a time
dance.
gion involves a detour .through the di- secret until now.
on either side. Solution: Papa
as
possible.
2. Girls shall call for their partners
g·estive system - but who ca.r es?
Mrs. Adams is a graduate of the
Thut screws hose t o neighbor's
Your dutiful daughter, Eugenia.
and return them to their respective
PLAY NOTES ON R.M.T.
Oblong high school with the class
faucet. R esult: When baby needs
- - - E I S T·e--- homes.
of 1932 and was graduated from
water, P.apa has ne ighbor turn
George Henry has good music, we
3. The men must make every reaon his fa ucet and b ehold water
agree, but it's too loud for the good of Eastern state with the c ass of '35. E JTERTAINS BPIDGE CLUB
sonable effort to accept all invitations
flows at the Thut end of the
the first act . . . DUEY'S pulling a She is now teaching . and is well
as presented.
hose. Moral: Do a thing the easMrs. H. L. Metter, 307 Polk street,
KEVIN GUIN.AGH on us and doesn't known in Oblong, being quite active
4. The gentleman in their assumed 1
iest way possible. Why c arry
know his part yet . . . ED FOREMAN among the young people and in was hostess t o her bridge club Tuesday
feminine modesty should not hint for
afternoon. A dessert course was servwater?
should speak up .. . MICKE:Y SPENCE church work.
dates nor set up circumstances which
is good and really responds to the
Mr. Adams is a graduate of Paris ed at 1:30 with bridge following. Mrs.
would practically force the women to ••- - - - - - - - - - - - - - presence of an audience and rocks the High in the class of 1930. He is at- Donald R. Alter held high score. Club
ask them.
house . .. JANE SMITH'S good, too, tending Eastern at the present time guests were: Mrs. R. H . Landis, Mrs.
5. The gentlemen are warned not to
but don't take my word. S ee it for and will r eceive his degree in June. W alter W. Cook, Mrs. Kevin J. Guinassume any false embarrassm ent beyourself.
Mr. Adams is active in athletic ac- ·a gh, and ~s. R. G . Buzzard.
cause of the reversed financial arMark it up in red as heavy loss if tivities, having been a member of the
rangement, but should accep.t ,t heir
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was hostess at a you didn't
hear
JOHN MASON varsity football squad at EI for three
After tha.t Classposition with true humility and gracyears.
After that Gameiousness. For example: If'.. ca..c;e that one o'clock luncheon Thursday after- BROWN Friday night.
t\fter that Dance---EisTc
Mr. and Mrs. Adams were student s
date involves a b1ief "repast" a t some noon at h er home, 767 Sixth street.
at East ern at the time of their marconfection ery, the girl must take the Following the luncheon there were UNIT II MEETS Arr PEM
Enjoy R efreshm en ts at
check, present it t o the cctshier, with three tables of bridge. Mrs. C. P. Lantz
HALL THURSDAY EVENING riage.
- - - E I S T C·- - necessary cash while the gentlem an h eld high score. Mrs. Buzzard used
stands behind h er. Under no circum- a pink and white color scheme.
Unit 11 of the Women's League met SLATE WASHINGTON BALL
F R EE DRINK S
stances may she h a nd the money to the
Guests were: Mrs. C. P. Lantz, Mrs. Thursday, February 13, at Pemberton
Bill Lewis, Charles Meyer, Mary
Alice Harwood, Aline Claar.
gentleman for the paym·ent of the b11l. H. L. Metter, Mrs. Harry R. J ackson, H all.
A large p ercentage of the
Pem Hall girls will entertain their
6. Also, in keeping with the t::::ue Mrs. W . E. Sunderman, Mrs. R aymond members were there, each having friends with a George Washington East Side Square
Phone 270
spirit of the plan, in approaching a Gregg, Mrs. S. E. Thomas, Mrs. Russel brought a guest. Games were played
next Saturday night. The d~~ce ~·:::======::;:=======::.
definite r everse state of a ffairs, the H. Landis, Mrs. C. F. Monier, Mrs. and contests were held.
At t he be- Ball
will be a closed affair. In add1t10n
woman whenever walking with a gBn- H . E. Phipps, Mrs. Glenn H. S eymour, ginning of the evening each guest re- to dancing there will be games and
tleman must take her position on the and Mrs · I · M · Berkley·
ceived a slip of paper instl"ucting her cards. Refreshments will be served.
outside of the couple. In short, a ll
E l sTc
to be or do something throughout
gentlemen must ·be "cabbages."
1
7. Girls must help gentlemen with BU]"li"'Er SUPPER GIVEN
the evening. Florence Wood's stutters
-as part of your registration are
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
their coats and all similar items of etiBY HOME MANAGEMENT were surpassed only by Helen Barr's j
compulsory. Good representation
quette must be reversed such as carryl exaggerations.
m
ay get that position.
1
ing packages (men m ay even make the
The girls residing at the Home M an-,. At ~~ble, poetry was quoted and i
ELECTRIC
SHOE
SHOP
.
1dent1f1ed.
t h
t t · d ·th
lady carry their combs, etc.)
a~elmekn b fofuse en er aJFrne_d Wl a 5. . 30
Plans for a "better rooms" campaign
Phone 173
8. Girls air e to do all the trading of o c oc
u et supper
1 ay everung. were discussed.
North of Square on 7th St.
the dances. This includes the faculty 1 Later the ,guest s att ended John Mason
women as well as all of the college Brown's lecture in the auditorium. The
- - - E i sTc
irl&.
!
girls
staying
at
the
Home
ManageSloans
Give Dinner Friday
g
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Sloan enter9. Anyone violating these rules will ment h ouse t hi·s mont h are: Ruth
be severely criticized by the News and M iller, Myrl Munson, and Helen And- tained with a six o'clock dinner Friby all <brave girls of the college. If erson. Their guests were: Miss Clara day evening.
After dinner
the
you fear the "Eastern Quack 't' be:.. Attebery, Mrs. Nelle F. cook, Juanee guests attended the features sponsorware!
'
Swearingen, Anna Mae Bails, Sa die ed by the Rotary club at the Lincoln
Glover,
Edith Klause, H elen Jones, Lu- theatre. Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. '
---EISTC:--Cile Thomas, and Dorothy Smlth.
W. C. Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. R ay- - -E isTc
mond Gregg, Mrs. J. Glenn Ross,
Mrs. Earland Ritchie, Miss Emma
DINNER HONORS MISS HESS R
einhardt, and Mrs. R einhardt.

Ruth Miller, chairman of the Leap Year Hop scheduled foil' Feb.
29, today released rules which damsels of the· college must abide by
on that historic night. Such patent chivalries as usualy fall to the
man will be entrusted to Easternettes. The famous line of Master
Shakespeave 's relating to man's I
•
mastery which John M as o n
WATER, WATER RIGHT
Brown quipped about in his lecNEXT DOOR IS FOUND
ture here Friday will be reversed
-and for ·once the masculine eleE dward Howell Thut needs
ment of Eastern won't protest.
drinking water; his p apa, Hiram
Mo!I'e definite plans about the
F. Thut of the B o·t any departdance itself will be announced in
ment is the provider. If "baby
next week's News. Meanwhile,
needed shoes" he would oertainly
have a pair. Since baby needs
girls are requested to memorize
water, papa resolves to get some.
the regulations as published beDifficulty:
.the water pipes are
low :

I

Mrs. R. G. Buzzard Is
Hostess at Luncheon

The CANDY SHOP

Application Photos

BRADING'S

Sanders Studio

ANew Wave

Moniers Give Parties
For New Jersey Guests

• • • the

Mr. and Mrs. C. F . Monier, 1006
The sophomore foods class served
Tenth street, entertained on Saturday dinner on Monday night in honor of
evening with a pinochle and bridge Miss Ada Hess, state supervisor of
par ty. Guests were President and home economics, and the senior girls. \
Mrs. R. G . Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. Those present were Myrl Munson,
;Raymond Gregg, and Mrs. Ralph Helen Anderson, Ruth Miller, Juanee
Cordier, and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Har- Swearingen, Anna Mae Bails, Sadie
rin of Bridgton, New Jersey.
1 Glover, Dorothy Smith, Ritta Kurzenknabe, Freda Williams, Irma Winkle Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Monier were black, Miss Hess, Miss Clara Attebery
host and hostess at a tea Sunday and Mrs. Viola Pitman Russell.
afternoon at their home, 1006 Tenth
street. The tea was in honor of
Harrin
of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Bridgton, New J ersey, who are visitPLUMBING & HEATING
ing the Moniers.
A number
of
COMPANY
friends called between the hours of
three and five.
Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work
---EISTC--Hair cuts t o suit college students at
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two
doors west of the campus on Lincoln.
CHve Dick, Mgr.
Phone 165.

I

first sign
of Spring!

HI-HAT
CLEANERS &
HATTERS

WHITE

. P HONE 295

Home Cooked Foods
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soops
Plate Lunches 25c

LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker
Frank Voris

LOW PRICES

G uaranteed Work

R AY DENNIS
Phone 648

•

JOHN SHRIVER
710 Lincoln

Our Home Cooked Lunchesare pr epared with the Best Ingredients and with Best
Care. A trial will convince.

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
" BILL" PANAS. Prop.

By now, we'll wager winter's gotten into your h air pretty thoroughlyyour hair is apt to be dry and heavy from indoor life. Let spring return
to your hair- as well as your heart-by having a new wave. It will put
all the freshness and softness of Spr1ng breezed into your tresses!

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
815 Monroe St.

PHONE 1501

f Of SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
I '
PRIVATE pARTIES
DANCING
The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop- Pr ivate Dining Room
- Banquet Room
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois
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~tadrt:rs

QI:nlltgt

~tWit Promising rof!ng T_h~spian_s, v.eterans

"Tellthetruthanddon'theafratd"

It Comes Out Here

·Compose Lzghtnzn Cast, l/t!PA Plag

Young actors whose promising oa- Eastern on March 9 and 10.
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stvAmong the cast are the following:
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at. reers were interrupted by the depresThe cast that will introduce Lightnin'
Charleston.
sion are being reinstated by the Works
to the principal cities is under per· Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the PrQgress administration. The medium sonnel direction of Guy L. Beach, who
Post. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March is "Lightnin' ", which will be given at is well known. in the Middle West as
3, 1879.
one of the countries best producers,
actor
and manager. He was connected
- Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
with the Gifford players in Springfield, and has played in the principal
Alexander Summers '36 ........... ........................ ....... .... ....... ....... Editor
cities in Ganada and Europe.
Vincent Kelly '36 ................................................ Business Manager
* * * *
Invites students and faculty
Stanley Elam '38 ....................................................Associate Editor
Mr. Jack Lowery, who was formerly
members to voice their opinions
Fred Foreman .............................................................. Art Editor
with the Gifford players and who has
on topics concerned with college
Evalyn Schooley '36 .................. ................ .......... .. Society Editor
also played in Springfield;
life. Please limit letters to 150
Franklyn L. Andrews ..............................................................Adviser
Marion Kiem, well known throughwords, sign communications.
out the South-West and the Pacific
Member
Member
coast for her splendid work in the
IOPA
OSPA
dramatic stock. She takes the leadMore Love and Kisses
ing
juvenile role of Millie;
Dear Soap Box:
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1936
John Kane, who was with the CenI take this means to pen a note to
those dear, dear couples in our midsts tury of Progress in 1933-1934, was con- \
who are so obviously fond of each nected with the Mack Bybee. He was .
A Challenge-"Will Neutrality
other. For heaven's sake, restrain formerly connected with the Peck annisement as general manager; one of
Keep Us Out of War?
yourselves!
the prin,cipal players and co-partner
Ea tern students have been issued a challenge.
How About a Driving Course:
wit~ t~e Choate Producing Company,
They are dared to tackle the thorny problem, "Will
To the Editor:
j which 1s known from coast to cost;
Neutrality Keep Us Out of War ~" Their weapons
Now that Mr. Hughes' test has deft-, Jack Sexton, Jr., juvenile lead and
are to be: pen, paper, thought and reference mate- n'itely proved that students and fac- who was the leading man on the
rial.
ulty a.r e not well informed on the Showboat playing at the Century of
Students may battle this foe until March 11- rules of driving, why not add a course Progress in Chicago, in 1934. He
v; ednesday-when a committee of judges will de- in driving technique to the college cur- comes from the Sexton family of
termine whether the question is too big for Eastern. riculum. It would be a good example Musical Comedy circles;
Well, 'Riddle Me This' ! Staff .A rtist Fred
Catherine Eastman, formerly a star
'J.1he simple facts are these. The Foreign Policy to other colleges and to other groups.
Fc-reman helps Kirk and Inspector Duey solve a
association and the magazine Nation are jointly It would vastly improve our knowledge with Sir Alfred Butt, Palace Theatre,
of rules and it should, in time, reduce London, England. She danced and murder mystery, but the plot goes ' r ound and
sponsoring an editorial contest foil" college students, the number of automobile fatalities.
sang with Sir Edward Moss's show in round' and the illustration comes out here. So you
who are to answer the question we have stated
London, and in the pantomime theaabove in not more than 1,000 words. News judges
Ah! How Well We Know
tre. Prior to her European tour she turn your News around and it looks all right. The
will declare a winner on this campus and the suc- Going to class from day to day
played principal lead in this country play itself goes 'round and round' even more, ac·
cessful editorial will appear in the March 17 issue . Sitting passively in the same old way, under Kahl and Castle. After having cording to those who h a ve snitche-d a peek during
'fhe winning manuscript will be sent to the spon- We wonder why at the close of term ·played the Orpheum and Keith circuits rehearsals. They predict the audience is sure to
lik;e the Players production.
soring bodies on March 15 to compete against the We remark to the teacher a "Con'cern." for many years;
The
reason
most
students
don't
care
C.
T.
Admire,
formerly
with
Cristy
editorials submitted by hundreds of other students.
to recite,
Bros. Ministrels, Sunny South ShowSponsors of the contest are offering a first prize Eastern's telephone uses them day and boat;
of $50, second prize, '$25, five third prizes entitling
night.
Jack Hoskins, Dramatic stock, sc·enic
and
the winners to free subscriptions for one year to If we knew each of those messages artist who designed the several beauThe BIG and little in Review
brief
tiful
scenes
in
this
production
is
J.\.Tr.
the Nation; five fourth prizes, entitling winners to
By The Editor
Some of the teachers would experi- Harrison Rankin, formerly with the
membership in the Foreign Policy association.
enoe relief.
Oak Park Warrington Theatre, NationHere js an opportunity for some Eastern stu"Unknown Sophomore" F. A. al Theatre in Chicago;
JOHN MASON BROWN IS
dent to distinguish himseH and the college. This is
Herschell Sean, ha,s been connected
an intensely interesting sub ject, and one which lenas De-ar Soap -Box:
with stock companies in New York,
The type of journalist-lecturer who tempts newspaperitself well to editorial treatm,ent. Enough has bee n
Whatever repairs, remodeling, and Chicago, san Franci'Sco and Los men hearing his lectures to be wicked, glib, and wittty in
what they write a~bout him. He does the same with such
wTitten on the subject that there should be little 'reshaping' may be made on this Angeles.
campus,
there
are
two
rehabilitations
Also
in
the
cast
is
Charles
Snyder,
ebullience
and ease that the tyro reporter sprouts from
trouble in finding subject matter.
which immediately concern me. First, who was with Kent Attractions of his ~gerips-or imagines so at least-deft expressions,
Winter Days of Education Prompt I would like to see the walk leading Fargo, North Dakota. He was for 1 salaCI.ous e~igrams, .and phra.~e.s a la quipmania. We can't
from the east door to Lincoln street many years co-partner with the famous but v1ew w1th the drrest susp1c1on such a headline as this:
Some Practical Remedies
cleared of ice; second, I hope that some Snyder Stock Company of Oklahoma "Woman's Club 'Just Loved' Brown Lecture," which ap'l'wo venerated methods for treating individuals day the college will install a light along City.
J peared 'ln a Richmond, Va .. paper .
The headline should
who are on the point of freezing to death have come the walk that leads from the west
EosTc
have read, "Woman's Club 'Just Loved' Brown." Mr.
into their own during the recent cold pe·r iods. One door to Lincoln and Fourth streets.
t
f p t
Brown, you see, had sex appeal of the type, perhaps, that
is to· spur the spirits of the vi~tim by singing, ex- My one suggestion is that this be
cln ledr
aTyhs 0 • as
Mr. Br?wn himself credite~ to Phillip Merivale. Back to
ercise, and cheering words. Another is to forcibly done soon while the ice and snow are
0
er
an 10 1936 that RIChmo~d paper : Sa1d the damsel reporting · the
still here; they won't be needed later
__
Iev~nt-"In h~s more than compete_nt qescription of Kath:
exe;rci e the victim, usually by beating him with a on.
Do you think we have the winter erme Cornell s performance as Juhet, Mr. Brown used the
stiek or other object so tha~ circulation of the blood
weather we did when you were young? phrase that she seemed 'to spill over the balcony.' Mr.
will not stop.
·
Upon Slighting Mr. Brown
1 Brown seemed indeed to 'spill over the platform' and his
Far fetched as the symbol might seem, it is To the Editor:
Edwin Galbreath '37~Sure! Why I ! audience seemed to flow up to him-a m'ixed metaphor to
probable enough-in the light mE what some crities
There must be something critically remember way back in '34, when1 be cherished."
We doubt if such a salubrious speakerare saying-to imagine Education freezing to death. ailing with a student body that negDorothy Curtiss '36-No. When I was audience contact developed here Friday night, but it may
\Ve may resort to one of two remedies; slap the old lects a program such as presented by young we had winter weather, ,but we J be that we are the least bit persnickety about our metathe Entertainment Course here Fri- didn't have to live in igloos.
phors. To say that we merely enjoyed Mr. Brown's leeboy on the
back,
tell
him
he's
great,
give
him
a
l
ot
Donna
Smith
'37-It's
been
so
long
ture is putting too much weight on the heel. Mr. B,.own
·
d h
k
hi f
f
· day night. A more delightful speaker
,
f
o exercise an t us eep
m rom alling asleep. than Mr. John Mason Brown has sel- since I was young I just can't remem- is a poet, and as such "says things which men wish they
Or we may try remedies, such as the one survivor dam visited this campus. His subjectl her.
could say," and not what "they actually say."
in the n o·r theTn tragedy did. We can beat Educa- was certainly not one to drive away
~ice McMullen '38-Really, .I don'.t
tion with a stick, coax circul ation back into his listeners; few topics are more timely think so. I had to walk a mile to a FOR GENTLEMEN WHO : : :
veins by vigorous rubbing. Education is pretty and more appealing than a discussion country school and got there everyLike to take their seasonal jokes with a little vinegar
• cold' just at the moment. Mr. William Randolph of the ~urrent theatre. He was a de-~ day.
1 we suggest the following prank for the Leap Year Hop~
Hearst slammed another broadside at him recently. lightful speaker ... colorful, forceful,
Paul Weekley '37 - When I was Between now and that time grow a disgraceful mattress of
He accu ed Education of gener ating radicalism in and informed. Most of us marvelled young (a way back there) we sure had beard; wear an Elmer outfit to the Hop; dance like a rube
th H
··a th
t
R d
d F
at his marvellous vocabulary, his wit, real winters.
('if you don't anyway); complain about the music, about
Y.0 u ·
e sal
ere we:e oo many e s an. as- his personal charm.
Why there
Elden Brown '39-No! The girls rode your partner's dancing, the refreshments, and the weathClsts. on .oJUr college c_am~n. Some of our more b beral weren 't more in company with those in an open buggy in those days. Now er; take along a razor and shave when the dance is about
pubhcaho.ns are begmn~ug to sc off at l eading edu-.1 of us who attended I cannot under- you young ones need a closed car with half over; wrap all your belongings except the family auto
cators; disgraces to prmt such as the American 1 s~and. There w·ere probably 500 pres- a beater.
(let dad use it for once) into a ~arpetbag and make your
Spectator continue to upbraid even our b est profes- 1ent , or a little more than enough to
.:osTc
escort pack the load ... Oh, well, that'll be enough .. .
sors and our best institutions. Education is strong I half-fill the auditorium. True, there Group of Easterners
There's .a st~dent council in th~s nation that does its duty.
enough to, ward off most of these attacks. but con . was a basketball game, but I am mHea r T.a lk by Kagawa The Umvers1ty of North Carolma gets the credit line ...
tinual refrigerated reception.8
th
't f
formed the crowd there was also small.
~eems the council suspended eighteen students for cheat. .
on
e par 0 our J
A A
mg. Don Jackson, star football player was
th
Citizenry may yet cause the old fellow to go to I
. .
A group of students and towns- pun'ished.
'
among ose
::
••
Sleep.
•• people went to Springfield Saturday,
..
Feb. 9 to hear Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa, TEN YEARS AGO THE NEWiS
No Wonder That "Life Upon
0
Japanese social and r eligious leader.
Issued a financial statement showing that there was
::
:: He gave two ·lectures explaining his a $249 surplus, in spite of general expansion in expendiLife Is All Too Little!"
interpretation of life and nature. tures. For the first two terms the News received $400,
TEN YEARS AGO
From The Northern Illinois, DeKalb Teachers
About 800 people attended the confer- which plus a little more than that amount in advertising
Week of February 14-21
A recent newspaper item reports a scientific inRussian Symphonic Choir gave pro- ence.
provided a generous fund. Expenses ran less than $700,
vestigation showing that the average person who gram here Friday night.
The Charleston delegation also visit- and thus a surplus existed. At ' that time the News was
lives to be eventy spends twenty-three y ears of his
Football sweaters were presented at ed the Lincoln home, Lincoln Tomb, a four page publication requiring, perhaps, seven gallies
and the Capitol building.
of type; with eight pages about 19 gallies are normally
life a l eep, talks for thirteen years, eats for six chapel.
The group included Katherine required.
year , spends twenty-three years in pleaslU'e all(t
Eastern cagers beat Shllli:leff, 30-17,
wash es for ei ghteen months.
and Carbondale, 26-13. ThiS was the Myers, Harriet Irwin, Grace Thomp. .
.
.
. rosy era of Foreman, Meurlot, Wor- son, Rosemary Pierce, Lois Greeson, WE REMARKED TO PAUL
All of th1 I S, ,~f course, ;,ery mterestmg, but m sham, Anderson, and Cooper. Shurtleff Tilman Lockard, Clarice Cunningham,
Blair Saturday night tha.t his orchestra sounded even
moder~ parlance, · so what~
If on] y we could do had that equally brilliant Nicolet.
Esther Shubert,Hilah Brosman, Thom- better than at its first appearance here in January. He
somethmg about it. If we could b egin now and take j
-as Cummins, Wilfred Kelly, Mildred promptly explained the reason: Poor traveling conditions
Adkins, Nora Phillips, Waldo Russel, caused the band to arrive in Charleston only a few minour twenty-three years of pleasill'e, do some of the I
ONE YEAR AGO
Robert Easton, John Buzzard, Paul utes before the dance was to begin. The boys didn't have
talking and eating at the same time, wash for a
Week of Febrouary 15-22
month or so now and then, and wait until we arc
Men's Chorus presented Vesper Con- Tinnea, Mrs. Frank Popham, Rev. E. time to eat, were chilled from the trip, and not in the
E. Atherton, and Rev. W. E. Skadden. mood for mus'ic. Saturday night, however, they arrived
forty- even to do our sleeping, it might be a lot of cert Sunday.
Epsilon Pi Tau announced plans to
here in plenty of time to eat and rest before the dance.
fun: Still, judging by the amount of school work conduct survey of Illinois schools.
So Char=:e ston is going to have a Mr. Blair, -former editor of the News, promised us a letter
that has to be crowded in just now, perhaps a year
League and Union sponsored Open swimming pool? Send your tulip
to the Soa.p Box in reply to a, communication in the News
or so of the sleep wouldn't be amiss right now.
House _Friday evening.
bulbs to the Eskimos I
last week.

The Soap Box
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The Last Trump
''This, Partner, Is Our T rick"

LAST TRUMP LEADS CRIME CRUSADE
Colseybur's Men t o Clean-up Campus
Conditions Considered Deplorable

Page Five

Activity Thrives Among
W omen's League Units

Unit Five Entertained
In Pemberton Parlors

Marguerite Leathers finds it is most
disconcerting to be stone deaf, while
Florence Wood is searching for a cure
. Panther Lair
for stuttering. We can only account
for these maladies in one of two wayseither the cold weather or results of
unit meetings. The girls in Florence
Wood's unit enjoyed Thursday evening
"Do you want a whole pie?" Bob
at Pemberton Hall. Around the fire- Meyers asked Frank Day.
p:ace in the main parlor June Hughes'
"No," said Frank.
unit took photographs, danced, and en"Pie-ker," sneered George Henry.
joyed refreshments.

Marie Gould, Marjorie French, Marjorie Go,snell, and Marianne Talbot
acted as co-hostesses at a party for
Unit Five which was held at Pemberton Hall, Thursday night.

POPPIN' OFF

,,

CRIME MUST

""""

Tuesday night the Fourth Street
Younger, John Farrar dates her
group gathered at the Decker home for only because he believes in the Doyle
a Valentine party. Prizes were awarded sy'stem.
for winners in a heart contest. Among
__
PROF. COLSEYBUR
the historical topics. discussed was, I Bob Young
"My Most Embarrassmg Date."
• 12• Alton, Illinois, has
.
.
. .
I been called a young genius (also
The umt presidents are stnvmg to th
)
.
.
o er names .
succeed m getti~g ever_yone t~ attend
He was saying of the Panther team,
a~ least one umt meetmg thls y~ar. "That fel~ow (Tedrick) looks like a
?lrls who ha~~ not atter:d~d ~re nnss- guard. that guy (Holmes) looks like
'
The curriculum is to be reshaped. She mg opportunities for gammg 1deas on a forward."
group
entertainments,
besides
the
good
says she's only 29, but we know for a
J ack Austin approached, "What do
times which are planned for each meet- I look like?"
fact she's 36.
ing, unit presidents state. "We really
"An All-American bench- warmer!"
had good times at these meetings,"
There's no place like home, eh Foteach of them said.
sey!
Roses are red,
Violets are b!ue;
Horses neckSigma Delta may flunk
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN
Do you?
Along with the rest;
-The Line.
When K. D. P. does,
* * * *
Something's wrong with the test.
It is said that George Henry, expert
par excellence, can identify at sight the
brands of chewing gum on bottoms of
assembly cha.irs.
I perpetuate 'wit of the
J week' as spoken by
the students or faculty in thh1.
Wrigley, the chewing gum magnate,
your column.
says that the sun never sets on his
chewing gum-but almost everyone else
does.
Howell and Robert Lewis can remem-Co-No Press.

I

flU
~.~O!.E~~t2Rt:
un

It always gets 'em

when you
"What town is 'that close to?"

were seized, in addition to numerous
documents relating to term papers
and examinations. Siegel was unable
t o give bond and was placed in the
county jail pending the convening of
the grand jury in November.
Cracker Box Cracked; Campus
Clamped
Owners of both the L'ttle Campus
and the Cracker-box were placed under arrest for violation of the housing rules. The Little Campus was
padlocked, but the Cracker-box was
allowed to remain open for the sale
of
"brownies"
only.
The Little
Campus has long been under faculty
fire and several times Judges Seymour,
Coleman, and Alter have threatened
to clamp down upon it. No charges
were made. It is doubtful whether
the Little Campus will be open to the
general public for some time.
The
following persons were in the Little
Campus when the raid was made but
were dismissed for lack of evidence:
Margaret "The Ivory Kid'' Iknayan,
Emma "Walsie" Helgen, Marion "Hill
Billie" Mathas, Alexander
Dumas
Jones, Mary "Jepson" Ewing, and
Agnes Worland. When notified, the
parents of these youngsters called for
them.
J ur'y' to Meet
It is thought the grand . jury will
return a number of indictments. The
jury i's composed of Mary Rosalie
Bear, Eil.a Mae Jackson, Juanita
Brown, Glenn Cooper, Ruth Clapp,
Earl Houts, Wilma Nuttall, Henry
Phipps, Donald Cavins, Daniel .M organ,
Ruth Miller, and Walton Morris
Please come back to
Weller-we miss you!

How about one-arm drivers and their
technique, Mr. Hughes?
So a major consists of nine curses!

C. H. Coleman:
The
Republican
party
was
m
a
de
up
of
many
different
At last we have had an honest
factions;
one
of
these,
the
Know-Nothspeech about Honest ~be.
ings, decided .t hey wanted to know
"If winter comes"-say, Shelley, you something. "Submitted by F. A.
don't think there's any doubt about it?
M'ss Elizabeth Michael: "This story
They say that lightninf
never I is about a man whose entire life was
str5kes in the same place twice. Well, changed b~ ~.wo peac_hes-by peaches, I
it hit New York for 595 performances. mean frmt.
Submitted by Martha
Reeder.
We object to that libelous statement in last week's News about Mr.
Bright Student: What you need is
Coceman's driving. He's gone 85 lots I horse sense.
.
.
.
of times and has never been killed
,M r. Andrews (mterruptmg) · What
do you mean by horse sense?
once.
Bright Student: Oh-stable think-

Snows may come and snows may go,
but it's always cold at EI.-Dr. Johnson.
I'

t
b't
· d
m no a I worne
Tracy. Are you?

b t
a ou

D' k
1c

Kate Lumbrick may not skip class,
but you ought to see her skip into
class.
Hurray! Looking thru the school
calendar, we found that a teacher
had missed her Wednesday fourth
hom· class because she thot it was
Tuesday!!!
Beard's book is Whither Mankind,
not Wither Mankind. (Submitted by
Mr. MacGregor).
Mr. Alter's initials are D. R. A ., not
D. A. R.

THE

CASH GROCER.¥
A New Line of Ten
Cent Notions
South 6th St.

Ralph Bails, Prop.

COME IN AND SEE
THESE NEW SPRING

..

••

0

AT...

T
THER

And now an impurtant , question to ing.
ask Mr. Henry - What would happen if our passport and application
pictures got mixed?

Campbell's Shoe Shop
TAPS 35c and 50c Installed

Stray Notes had a little stray cash 1
and if Cavalcade or the right horse just
wi~tms column won't appear for several weeks.

We Special'ize in Hi!gh Class
Shoe Repairing

You Are M'Y' Song of Love-Allegro
non tanto.

Just South of the Sq11a.r e
on 7th Street

PHONE 609

tol'------------------------------~
STUDENTS-

We once asked Howard Franklin
make a speech and he declined because
he said he had nothing to say. This
columnist thinks the incident worth
mentioning.

I

Complete Greasing Service
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

Have you noticed anything strange
about Mr. Guinagh recently?
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we?
We say, isn't we?
Signed: Ole Poker Face.

USOL

• •

0

•

Patent Leather is in the spot~
light for Spring! Three styles
that include the newest fash·
ion details ••• that indicate
PERFECT CRAFTSMAN·
SHIP ••• whose QUALITY
is found in no other but
Paris Fashion shoes!

Your Patronage Will Be
Appreciated

NEWELL'S
FILLING STATION
at Tenth and Lincoln

•

Creosote Oil

How perverse these editors! "Love
and kisses" for e'v eryone but the girls.

Doubles the Life
of Wood

Playboy Spence has joined the cast
of Riddle Me This. He will probably
change the title to Pun Me That.

PHONE 85

This year we are willing to offer a

that Chuck Klein was "Awful Easy on
the Eye."

time.

chapel, Miss

Ha.ve you noticed that the dance announcements go after the hymns?

,

ask,

As a substitute potato-peeler with a
conscience, Ellsworth Russell has shown

F. L. Andrews, "Those w):lo can, do.
Those who can't, teach. Those who
Be~eve it or not this column is in-~ can't teach, teach education."
dorsed b'Y' MisS Jo~on!
Mr. Sloan answered! "I have heard
that there are only two kinds of
Just happened to think, the Fidelis teachers. I guess that leaves Enghaven't had a picnic at Mr. Mac- lish teachers out." Submitted by G.
Gregor's farm for a heck of a long Foltz.

All the members participated in the
games and dancing.
Refreshments
of tea and heart-shaped cookies were
served to eighteen members of the
unit.

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

b/
A& G

S~IOE11MART

SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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EI Loses ·to Sparks, 42-41; Defeat Oakland City, 42-38
. Hoosiers Bow to
Superior Attack
Visitors Close Gap with Ra:Hy
Late in Game ; Reserve Panthers Fail to Halt Attack.
The P an t hers captured their third
vict ory of the season h ere Friday
nigh t, but they practically h ad to call
out t h e m ilitia t o do it. A stubborn
crew of Oakland City college cagers
from I ndiana rebelled in the closing
minutes and m ade it uncomfortable
for the locals before they finally gained a 42-38 victory.
EI Is Vastly Superior
· The score doesn't indicate Eastern's
superiority-which was noticeably below usual form as far as technique of
playing was concerned. With seven
minutes to go the locals held a 42-23
lead, which ordinarily means the team
with "23" hasn't a chance.
But the
Hoosiers took advantage of a new Eastern line- up and quickly ran the score
up to dangerous proportions.
Coach
Angus gave his reserves a chance in
this game, and was almost forced to r egret the generosity. They were no
match for the determined Oakland
quint.
The locals got off to a fast start,
taking a 7-Z lead in the first three
minutes. Free throws and fumbling cut
down on the scoring, but Eastern finally returned to early-minutes form
and took a 22-10 half-time lead. Tedrick, Shaw and Brown led scoring in
the . opening h alf.

DIRECTORS OF WAA
1STUNTS FOR ANNUAL
OPEN HOUSE CHOSEN

SCORES ARE CLOSE IN
WAA BASKET TOURNEY;
MAY POSTPONE GAMES

ICarbondale Will
Play El Thursday

Some of t he dlrectors for skits for
the WAA Open House t o be held early
in the spring quarter : Bicycl~u
cille Abbe, Theat re--Helen Carver ,
Riding (horse back)-not chosen, Tennis-Helen J ones, Croquet- Kathryn
Shores, Ca listhenics-· Violet McFarland, Ballet-Ruth Miller, Swimmingnot chosen, Knitting - Ruth Neal,
Baseball-Dot Dearnbarger, FencingGinger Cayez, Flora Dora Girls-Elizabeth Widger, The Quilting PartyHelen Jones, Newspaper ChorusHelen Hall.
---EISTC----

Dutchmen, Gilbert
Boys T ie for T itle

Loca,ls to Seek Vengeance on
Southerners ; Panthers Exude
Confidence in Interview.
Eastern State will close its 1935-36
home basketball schedule
against
Southern State Teachers college of
Carbondale Thursday night. A conferfnce game, the P an thers will have
a chance t o better their standing in
the Little Nineteen.
And it is a very promising chance,
if the enthusiasm of t he coach and
players is to be accepted as a criteria.
Frank Cossins, reserve guard, conveyed t he spirit of the entire team
when collared by your industrious
reporter for a statem ent on the impending battle.
Frank points to the recent games
which have been lost by such small
margins and to the pair of victories
gained within the fortnight.
Said
Frank: "Why we should have beaten
Carbondale the last time we played
them; but don't worry, we'll do it
this time."
Evidently believing that t he conference jinx must break, the entire
squad is confident of victory. Cont :nued Mr. Cossins: "I'm not the
only one who thinks we will win; the
whole team thinks so, and when t h e
whole team thinks so, well . . . ."

The W AA basketball teams are in
the third week of their tournament.
The results of last week's tourney are:
Team 2-8, Team 5- 11; Team 1- 5,
Team 4-6.
The high scorer was Walters, who
had 9 points.
The ,b asketball club head was unable to say whether there would be
any games this Tuesday night on account of "Riddle Me This." Notice will
be posted concerning this. In event
of postponement, .the tourney will be
played the followmg Tuesday.

I

EosTc---

TC High Rallies to
Swamp K ansas Quint

El Fails Victim to
Late Sparks Rally
Banning Paces Business Quint to
Revenge Victory; Eastern Re.
linquishes ·Strong Lead.
Sparks B usiness college added another Little Nineteen team to its growing list of victims by defeating the
Eastern P anthers at Shelbyville last
Tuesday night by a 42- 41 score. It required some fictional heroics to turn
the t r ick for S parks. Big P at Wallace
tcok the leading role as he scored a
field goal in the last ten seconds of
play to give his team a spectacular victory.
Lose Four Close G:tmes
The defeat was Charleston's fourth in
the last five starts in which the final
score was very close. A total of seven
points is the margin by which these
four teams collectively defeated the
Panthers.
Tuesday's defeat was novel, however,
in one respect, usually Eastern rallies
near the end of the game to seriously
threaten the eventual winner. But
Sparks t raded roles for the finale
magnifique, slicing off a five-point
lead which the locals held with five
minutes to play. At that stage of the
game the score read 34-28, in favor of
the loca.ls. Eastern held a two-point
half- time lead.
Banning Spells Defe::tt
Eastern can charge its defeat to
Banning, a clever litt le forward on the
Sparks team. He scored 19 points, 15
of which came in the first half. Rolla
Rand, former Eastern star aced on
floor play and managed to collect nine
points. Wilbia Jester, another exPanther didn't fare so well, getting
zeros in the score column. Brown pa~d
the locals with 11 points. McConnell
with ten was next in line.

The Flying Dutchmen and the GilResponding with a barrage of basbert Boys won the right to play-off for
kets to a revised line-up, TC high
t he intramural basketball tourney title
school smothered K ansas at K ansa.s
by winning important games last week
F riday night, 31-19. Coach Van Horn
while favorites lost. Both teams have
shifted Merv Baker back to a guard
be;m at the top or near the first rung
position and sent the steady Bob Carthroughout, with the Dutchmen makrell to forward in Baker's place.
ing the most impressive showing durThe revision put new life into TC's
ing the past three weeks.
offense. Kansas was outclassed in the
Saturday's important card of five
second half after playing the loca.ls on
games resulted in two important outfairly even terms in the opening two
com es that affected the final standings.
periods. The Van Horn cagers made
The Vikings, l eaders during most of
their best showing in the t hird quarthe season, spilled the Flyers 26-22 and
ter when they scored 13 points.
then lost to Newt's Hungry Five in
Merv Ba ker and Bob Mirus paced
the final game of the regular tourney
TC to victory, each getting nine
season by a 21-24 score. The Flying
- - - E o sTc
points. The high scoring Kansas quint
Dutchmen assur ed themselves a tie
was checked throughout, as they conwhen the Phi Sigs forfeited th eir game.
fronted a stiff TC defense.
In other battles .t he Flyers lost to a
It marked the second time this searevived Republican crew by a 38-23
son that TC has beaten Kansas, winSpeed Up Scoring Attack
scor e. The Panther Lair .t urned back
ning once before in a game played on
The locals r eally stepped on the gas Fidelis 39-24. The Fidelis five was
the
local floor.
early in the second half. Holmes, T ed- badly disorganized by the absence of
Cne hundred and five c.ouples at- - -!E I S T C - - rick and Brown hit from all angles to three regulars. The Lair was eager for !t;nded ,the Spor~ Dane~ ~ven. by the
boost the locals into a 35-15 lead. Oak- victory and played well enough in the \ Jb~en. s AthletlC asso.c1at10n m t~e FAVORITES WIN GAMES
land found time to score three times first half to clinch victory.
aud1to~mm. S.at~rday mght. Paul Blarr
IN 1-M TOURNAMENT
before the locals cut in again. When
The Flying Dutchmen and the Gil- and h1s nme-p1ece orchestm, better
Int ramural games played early last
the r egulars ceased their scoring at- bert Boys were scheduled t play for even than when they played h ere sevweek resulted in the following scores:
tack, the score was 42-23. McConnell the championship last night~
eral weeks ago, provided music.
and Shaw went out on personals while
J ohn Ritchie, director of t h e tournaRefreshments were served to guests Vikings 26, Flyers 21; Titans 17 Phi
~to
Brown and T edrick lingered with three ment, is now arranging for an elimin- at a nominal cha.rge in the front hall. Sigs 8; Gilbert Boys 25, Fidelis' 16;
A good ha.ir cu t just doesn't bJLppet\
assessed against them.
ation tournament which wm endure for Tables lined either side of the main Flyers 23, Flyin g Dutchmen 13.
-it is the resu .. t of long exptt\ence
---EIS1.!:--Oakland, m eanwhile, called on For- only three or four days. He feels that e ntrance hall. Coffee, doughnuts (doand careful attention. You ca.n gel
When you look at your watch do that kind ·of service at the
wards Richard son a nd Vire to garner a so m any of the teains are evenly bal- nuts according to advertisement), pop
you wonder what time . it is? Bring
few points, which they did in most anced that the tourney just ended did and candy were on the menu.
acceptable style.
not allow a fair test of all.
For those who tired of dancing, ping- us your watch and don't wonder what
pong was offered as an added diver- t~me it is. C. P . Coon, 408 6th St .
- - -IE I S T c - - sion. A table was set u p in the east
Southwest Corner of Square
corridor.
Patronize our News· advertisers!
As a special feature of the evening,
two tap dancing numbers were presented by Mildred Summers and Helen
Bones .
John M ason Brown, noted t h eatre ing of the Shrew." He respects the
Decorations in the sports motif recritic of the New York Evening Post, Lunts above all others, and grants that freshed the auditorium. Tennis racA Full Line of Hal'dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
became Eastern's temporary "Town the play is a skeleton for an immense:. kets adorned either side, tennis nets
Cutlery and Sporting Goods
Crier" of latest views and opinions of ly enjoyable farce.
wer e stretched across the corners at
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks a.nd All Leather Goods
the stage plays now offered on BroadKatherine Cornell's portmyal of the south end and the platform was I
"See Us Before You Buy''
way when he spoke before an audience Juliet in "Romeo and Juliet" is almost appropriately decorated.
PHONE 4:92
of about 500 in the auditorium Friday flawless. Julia Marlowe, another favSOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Ruth Miller was gener al chairman
- - - E I STC- - night.
orite of his in .the past, cam e in for
Mr. Brown mixed wit and technical comment.
THEATRE PARTY GIVEN
criticism to good advan tage and the
Phillip Merivale is Mr. Brown's favMr. and Mrs. Mac Cochran , 1707
pleasure of his audience as h e discuss- orite romanticist; his performance in
Ninth street entertained t h e students
ed most of the productions now open "Call it a Day" is proof.
in New York.
Mr. Brown also spoke of playwrights residing at their home with a th eatre
smart
From h is talk came such
and stage techniqu e during the one party Tuesday evening. The party saw
phrases as:
hour and 30 minutes fie was on t h e "Exclusive Story" at the Lincoln t h eatre. The guests were: June Hugh es,
(In speaking of those actresses who platform.
June
Preston, Frances Pruitt, Hazel
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
- - - EI STC--have portrayed the role of Juliet)
Haskett,
V1ctorine Hackenbur,g, C:aro"Some of t h em practically carried their
have . Ev.ery item of high grade and guaranteed to be satislyn Maxwell, Helen Cochran, and Marown balconies."
factory. Everything for the girl.
jorie E,l der.
(Referring to Gladys Cooper, as a
COATS
HOSIERY
Shakesperian actress) : "'She is all
right when surrounded by t ea cups and
UNDERWEAR
DRESSES
In tying for the intramural basketdecorum- and sometimes not too much
SPORTS WEAR
DRESS GOODS
ball champion ship, the Gilbert Boys
decorum."
MUSIC
HATS
and the Flyin g Dutchmen each had a
Mr. Brown praised ·t he current season's plays. He liked especially two percentage standing of .818. Next in to the college studen t, is something
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
books converted into stage vehicles - line were the F lyers and Vikings to eat. If you think first of Werat all times. Expert operator.
den's Grocery you will make an A.
"Pride and Prejudice," and "Ethan each with .726, Fide~is with .636 was
Frome." Neith er, h e had t h ought, fifth. other standings were: Newt's
prior to their production, would make Hungry Five .454, R epublicans .454,
Parkas .272, Phi Sigs .090, Titans
good stage material.
South Side Square
I
For M axwell Anderson and his "Win- .090.
terset," Mr. Brown had the kindest of
words. "Anderson is one of the f ew
American playwrights who makes adventurous use of t h e American la n 1\f.ATI'OON, ILLINOIS
guage." He commented upon the circumstances under which "Winterset"
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses
was written, and its connection with
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School.
the famous Saccho-Vanzetti case of a
d ecade ago.
Tuition R ea.sonaJble
Mr. Brown's facile wit best came into
REPAIRING
PHONE 404
P HONE 24:8
ALTERATIONIS
TELEPHONE BLDG.
play when h e discussed the Luntsnow appearing in Shakespeare's "Tam-

WA A Sports Dance
Lures 105 Couples I

-

It Pays

Look We11

HQL.M ES BARBER
SHOP

John Mason Brown Tak es Eastern
Audience 'Backstage on Broadway'

A . G. FROM M E L

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
WELCOM.E S YOU!

Champions Compile
.818 Tourney Marks

.A Subject for
' Much Thought

WERDEN GROC.

·----------------------

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers

Utterback's Business College

If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

i

i

!

ALEXANDER' S

BYRON MILLER, P roprietor

''Pr oved By t he Past-Improved for the Future''

i

PHONE 666

!
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'Lightnin' Will·Be .P resented at
College in Three Performances
•
Guy Beach Plays Leading Role in
J

Play Sponsored and Maintained by Works Progress Administration of Government.

for better training conditions on the
squad. The players took rules in their
own hands and observed strict training r egulations. Their labors bore
fruits Saturday night whtn the Irish
Those who have looked with longing
removed State Normal from the con- gaze at ice-covered Lake Ahmoweenah
ference race by handing them a 33-29 may cheer now that its surface has
setback.
heen cleared for ice skating. Roughened when the snow was cleaned off several weeks ago, t he surface has not
Mere intramural games are in
been fit for skating until yesterday. C.
store with volley ball lovers getF. Monier and his groundsmen used
ting their chance to play the sport.
the snow plough on the lake Monday
Teams are to be formed the same
and its surface is now as that of Lake
was as in basketball. Six men will
Placid-or approximately so, say those
compete on each team, with two
who have dared brave the cold for an
substitutes al~owed. In the spring
inspection.
a softball tourney will be organized to play a full round-robin
schedule. A spring track meet is
team, yet could not hold their own
also promised for intramural comagainst the weak sisters of the league.
petitors.

Contributed by Charles Austin
The reguLar intramural basketball
season ended in a deadlock with the
Gilbert Boys and the Flying Dutchmen holding the top positions. The
play-off was held last night to deter1
mine the winners. Both t eams present
this year's outstanding players such as
Weekley, Taylor, Kessinger, Kennard,
and Leek for the Gilbert Boys and
McCaleb, Lancaster, Linder, and Walters for the Dutchies.

"Lightnin' ", famous New York
stage production, will be given at Eastern in three performances March 9 and
10 in .the college auditorium. This play
is being produced and presented under
the auspices of the Works Progress
Administration of the Federal government. All persons connected with its
"Who would beat the Hoosiers?"
stage production are under WPA,
That h as been the ba.ttle <Jry of the
VVe can say that one of the best
which is taking this means to care for
Big Ten a.~l season. Well, Ohio
teams in intramural play this year
temporarily indigent actors.
State answered this question when
was Newt's Hungry Five. The boys
The first performance will be given
they sunk Indiana Saturday night.
defeated mor·e leaders than any other
Monday night at 8 p.m . On Tuesday
Now they are looking for some one
two shows, one at 2:45 ~~nd the other
to sink Purdue. Whatever happens,
at 8 are scheduled.
we can say with all truth that t he
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE
"Lightnin' " will have played in DeBig Ten championship will stay in
catur immediately before coming to '
the state of Indiana this year.
PHONE 531
Eastern. Proceeds from the play will
go to the Student Loan fund of the
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
If you will remember, we told you
co:tlege. Admission will be 25 cents per
DAILY
aJbout the spirit aroused at St. Viator
pPrson.
Cast of the play includes some wellknown performers. The play itself
GUY BEACH
needs no introduction, winning wide - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - acclaim both in· its stage and screen MRS. VERWIEBE IS HOSTESS
productions.
H OME STYLE COOKING

I

- - - E I STc---

Patronize our News advertisers!

Save THIS Ad!
THIS AD IS GOOD
FOR 15c
-on our high • grade
leather soles for ladies.
Soles sewed on by the
LANDIS LOCK STITCH
method. Longer weargreater comfort - appearance same as new.

LINCOLN INN--EASTERN'S CHOICE

---EISTC:---

Notes on Intramural Tourney
One of the most outstanding players
in the league was Bolerjack of the
Lair. He made nine field ,g oals and
two free throws to almost beat the Pidelis five single-handed.

Seven

Snow Plough Is Used;
Lake Skating Possible

He Plays 'Lightnin'

THREE SHOWS SLATED

.Page

SERVICE

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Verwiebe gave
a party at their home Saturday
night. Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Walter W . Cook, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter M. Scruggs, Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Guy Burris, and F. L. Andrews.

WITH

A

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
GROCERIES AND MEATS
First Door .East of Campus-PHONE 73

This offer expires March 15

SMILE
D. T. Freeland

The GOLDEN RULE
SH·O E SHOP
PHONE 74

Panoramic View Of The World's Greatest Film
j High

Lights From
"Dream" Prove.
Film's Greatness

The reason Warner Bros.' pictUI·t:.:,
"A
M1asummer
Nignt's
l.Hea.m," as proauce<t. ·by Prot. .l\1ax
.ttemnardt 1s concedea to be the
wu.nu·s g-reatest n.lm, is demonSLratea uy tne accompanying comi:Jvsue pnotograpn.
'l'rus unusual picture shows a
few ot tne rugh llgnts of the prouuctwn, Whlc!l wu1 open at the
Lmcom Theatre on Feoruary 21.
At tne extreme left is seen Victor Jory, m the role of "Oberon,
.r....!llg 01 11he Fa1nes," emerging from
a lll"ee trunk. rrom wrucn he views
Wltn amusement the pranks of his
henchman, ".t'Uck," portrayed by
J.V.1.WKey Rooney, directly below him.
An1ta Louise, in the role of
"'luama, Queen of the Fairies," is
shown m the background, amidst
a oevy ot sleeping elves, sprites and
truries, who dance up and down
the moonbeams that illuminate
tnem.
Between "Puck" and Jory is the
Lithesome figure of Nina Theilade,
world famous prima ballerina, who
leads the magmficent ballets of
the production. In front of her
are the four romantic characters
of the comedy. They are, reading
from left to right, Olivia de Havilland, m the arms of Dick Powell,
a nd Ross Alexander kissing the
hand of J ean Muir.
Next in line are the regal figures of Veree Teasdale and Ian
Hunter, who have the roles of the
Duke of Athens and the AI.nazon
Queen.
Watching them is James Cagney
after his transformation into a
monster with the head of a donkey
bemg wooed by Anita Lou'ise.
In the foreground is the concentrated comedy of the production in
the persons of the seven famous
com edians who compose the group
of artisans who m eet with the most
surprising adventures in the elf infested woodlands.
From left to right they are:: Joe
E. Brown, Arthur Treach er, Otis
Harlan, Hugh Herbert, Frank McHugh, Dewey Robinson and J ames
Cagney.

ONLY TWO SHOWINGS
2:30- 8:30
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21

William Shakespeare's

AMIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

RESERVED SEATS ONLY
MATINEE
50c & 75c

NIGHT
50c, 75c, $1.00

(Plus 10% Gov't Tax)

SEATS on ADVANCE SALE NOW-GET YOURS. TODAY
...

CONTINUOUS SUNDAY FROM 1 :30-10c & 25c TILL 5:30, THEN 10c & 30c

SUNDAY-MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23-24-

_Nelson EDDY

•

Jeanette MacDONALD in 'ROSE MARIE'

Page Eight

Midsummer Night's
Dream to Be Given
A t Lincoln Theatre

Local Geographers May Join
Gantnta Theta Upsilon Group
.Requirements fQ!I' Membership
Explained at Import ant Meeting on Wednesday Night.

In 'Lightnin' ' Cast

The Geography club met Wednesday evening to consider organizing a
chapter of the national geography
fraternity, Gamma Theta Upsilon.
The fraternity requires that geography majors and minors shall
average B and C and maintain the
same standards as required in student
teaching.
The initial fee is $4.50, and 50
cents per quarter thereafter.
A
charge of 50 cents a year is imposed
on persons out of town. It is thought
that graduates with requirements
may be permitted to join by form
letter and faculty members may become charter members. Eastern has
a number of geography minors in
the faculty.
Students who have met requirements will be invited to join and a
definite time at the beginning of each
winter term will be set for initiation.
During the meeting there was a
Jack Sexton, Jr., has the juvenile
discussion as to continuing club meetlead in the play 'Lightnin' ' which will
ings if the fraternity is organized.
be presented here early in March by
Miss Rose Zeller suggested that the WPA.
club continue to · .serve to acquaint
freshmen with the vast fields of geography and to prepare them for
eligibilty to the fraternity.
Optimisti~
It is not definitely decided that a
local chapter will be installed, but
<Continued from Page 1)
club members are enthusiastic about
the proposed move.
Josephine Thomas, Charleston, alias
Julia Reed-Jo was Julia in Holiday,
has been in Open House plays, Rlayed
in high school plays. "This new-type
detective play w'ill appeal to the students. Their sense of humor will be
pleased at this play, too. It is V'ery
I AM STILL free for the night of suita·b le and adaptable to a student
February 29. All bids will be consid- cast and it is excellently cast except
ered. Office hours-9-12 and 2-4:30; for one minor role." This was the
Signed~ohn Farrar.
second time this reporter had been
ribbed. Maybe actors are worse than
WANTED-One charming companion the press. "I am mad about one th'ing,
on the night of Feb. 29. Mu.st be though. It's fun to pull that gun on
good conversationalist,
adequately Weelard but I'd sure like to shoot it
supplied with money, tolerant of poor when it has a bullet in it."
dancing, and smart dresser. Drop
Lloyd Kincaid, Palestine, alias Alall applications in News box. SME.
cock-He was in the Homecoming play,
FOR RENT-My charming company The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife.
for the Leap Year dance. Can give "Yes, I was in the junior and senior
and
all manner of references. Never a class play and home talent
church
plays,
but
you
don't
want
to
dissatisfied customer. Call 3333 anyknow
about
that."
Ah, another bashful
time after midnight.
individual. His manner changed comTO EI CO-EDS--I have a preferred pletely, however, when we asked him
list of male companions at Eastern. what he thought of this play. "Oh, it's
Will be glad to submit it to any who the best one I was ever in. Really,
are interested. Small charge.-Ma- when we get it completely worked up
it'll be a wow. Kirk had some swell
dame Butterflit.
scenes that he gives a New Sparks
TO COLLEGE MEN-The queens of characterization to. He'll panic them.
the campu.s live at Pemberton Hall. No, no stage fright."
Call 523.
Donald Shields, Flora, alias Duffy:
As most of the others in the cast, DonTO EI CO-EDS-The Panther Lair ald also appeared in his graduating
regrets to announce that none of its high school class play. He has had
residents will be available for the experience in home talent plays. When
nig.ht of February 29. We realize this questioned about that stage fright idea
will come as a distinct blow to the he had a different answer .t han most
damsels of Eastern, and it is with the of the others of the cast. "I have it
greatest sorrow that we impart the more during practice than any time.
news. We ask that girls bear up and
hold the Leap Year Hop in spite of
the fact we can',t ·a ttend. With all
due sympathy, the Panther Lair.

Cast of 'Riddle Me
This' Is

Classified A ds for
'Leap Year' Dance

.---------------··

PROF. COLSEYBUR desires the company of some unusually delectable
number on Feb. 29. She must .be
tellibly intellectual, ferociously frivolous, and she must not be given to
"Poppin Off." Drop applications in
News box. Thank you.

Something New....
VVe have added the
"Machineless - no electricity - no discomfort"
permanent waves for
$4.50. Our regular permanents are $2.00--up.
All beauty work by
experienced beau ticians .

MARINELLO

BEAUTY SHOP
North Side Square
SP ECIALIZING
in All Kinds of
B EAUTY WORK
Phone 1506
W. C. P eters, Prop.

•
Gates Beauty Shop
708 Linco!n

Phone 165

..
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ADKINS

Groceries and Meats
We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

Floyd Allard Analyzes Article
14 of Constitution For Forum

Through the courtesy of Reno Bianchi, business manager of the Lin' POLAR BARE-FOOT '
1 Speaker Points Out Flaws in
coln theatre, Easterners will have an
Present Reading ; Recommends
CLUB ORGANIZED BY
opportunity to see
Rewritt
en Article.
COURAGEOUS GROUr
what has been called
"the spectacle of the
Speaking on Article 14 of the state
The Chicago Polar Club has
age" - Shakespeare's
nothing on the students of East-:
constitution, Floyd Allard criticized
Midsummer N i g h t 's
ern. Just recently a few of the
the construction of that section in a
Dream," directed by
more husky Easternites estabtalk before the Forum club Thursday
Ma~ Reinhardt. This
lished a professional club. Wheththree - hour extravanight. Mr. Allard gave hit. own version
er or not they belong to a union
ganza will appear here
G1 Article 14, as he thought it should
is yet unknown.
twice only this Fribe
worded. He would change it to read
Discovery of the club came
day-once in a mati- Reno Bianchi
"those
voting thereon the question," in·
about when two of the members
nee performance atJ
stead
of
those voting "at the el~tion."
were seen on the Eastern cam2:30 and again in the evening at 8:30.
Defending
his own version, Mr. Allard
pus, last Thursday, barefooted.
This is the first time in a number
gave
a
series
of points in argument for
Each new member is given such
of years that any scr-een production
his
proposed
article.
a minor assignment.
has been 'roadshowed' ," Mr. Bianchi
The
speaker
answered several quesAs yet the club's membership is
states. "Charleston is one of the few
tions
posed
lby
members of .t he group
kept a secret. All students incities to be privileged with the opporafter
his
talk.
terested in joining such a society
tunity of show'ing the picture in its
The next meeting of the F orum is
may get full details from the edicomplete form. I'm sure the picture
slated
for February 27.
tor of the News.
should be of special interest to your
---EISTC---faculty members and students, and it
was partly because of them that I +- - - - - - - - - - - - Miss Julia Stacy of Decatur is visit·
ing
Grace Kortum until Wednesday.
booked the picture."
---EISTC--Mr. R einhart is producing his first
motion picture. To bring the same inRemember your friends with flowers.
They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop,
fallible t echnique to the screen .t hat
[.e Cercle Francais met Thursday 413 Seventh street. Phone 39.
he did to the stage, Reinhardt surrounded himself with famous experts evening at the home of Miss Elizabeth
in the field of production and acting. Michael, adviser. Thomas ChamberHis cast includes James Cagney, Joe lain spoke on the present political sitE. Brown, Dick Powell, Jean Muir, uation in France. Following this, a
Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale, Hugh chapter was read from the book, "The
This ad is good for
Herbert, Anita Louise, Frank McHugh, Spirit of France." In this chapter.
Ross Alexander, Ian Hunter, Mickey called "Latin France," the author
Rooney, Olivia de Havilland, Hobart tried to show that the French are
bas'ically Latin. After the program.
Cavanaugh, and Grant Mitchell.
during month of Febmary on any
refreshments were served and a social
permanent over $3.00
Mr. Bianchi adds that this will he
hour was enjoyed.
the only opportunity for a Charleston
----EISTC--audience to see the picture in its
present full-length form. When it re- CHRISTIAN SCIENCE IS
BEAUTY SHOP
turns a year or so from now it will
PRAISED BY LECTURER
have been cut to an hour and ten
6th & Jackson sts.
Phone 789
minute movie. Most of Mendelssohn's
James G. Rowell, C. S. B. of Kansas
m usic will have been delected from the City spoke on the subject, "Christian
picture.
Science: Its Ministry of Reconciliation"
Full particulars may be found in the in the college auditorium Sunday aftLincoln theatre ad on page seven.
ernoon.
---EISTC--He stated that many people have 'j
Sigma Delta Will ~et Monday
Repairing
been healed of disease and sin through
Sigma Delta will meet next Monday reading and studying Science and
night to hear a program as yet un- Health. "In its ministry of reconciliaannounced. Notice will be posted.
tion, Christian Science uncovers and
505 No. 22nd Street
destroys the hum an h atr ed of Truth ,"
MA'.M'OON
ILLINOIS
he said.
I'm scared to death during rehearsal.
I get so interested watching the others
acting that I forget when to come in. I I
won't have it like that the nights of
visit the
the play though. I like to watch Kirk
and Mrs. Alvin. They really get goin,g. The audience is going to like all
the rest of the cast too. All the stuFREE COFFEE
"WE WANT Y OUR
with every 15c lunch
dents body will surely be there."
BUSINESS"

.

I

Political Situation
In France Is Topi<

SPECI A L!
$1.00

GAB RIELE EN

Royal Typewriters

E. L. ·C HURCH

After the Gam e

Fletcher's Grocery

KRACKER BOX

Fred Fletcher, Prop.

MOOR E'S

Phone 422

Operated by "Bob" and "Ab"

463 Lincoln St.

SUPER SERVICE
Grooery-Market

MODERN ROOMS

REASONABLE RATES

PHONE 71

By Day or Week-Newly Decorated Throughout

Deliver y Service

H OTEL
LAWE S
Under New Mana.ge:ment
RENA M. THOMPSON, PROPRIETRESS

DANCE!

Phone 42-5th & Jackson

Cha.rleston, III.

Horace

HEIDT
and his

~....LEMITE

BRIGADIERS

This appearance includes all of his
radio . stars. A recent survey of
dance masters rated Horace Heidt's
Band among the 10 best in America.

TRIANON BALLROOM
Terre H aute, I n d.

SATURDAY, FEB. 22
AFTERNOON a nd EVENING

Our new Patent sandal type shoe also has

ADMISSION
Afternoon, 4 t o 5 p. m., 40c each.
Evening 9 to 1:30, $1.10 per person
Table r eservat ions 25c each

square heel, square buckle and square

Tab'J.e reservations are payable in
advance. Address all com munications to H. L. William s, T ria non
Ballroom, 29th & Wabash. Ave.,
Terre Haute, I n d.

front strap, featured in our $3.98 advance
Spring line,.

I NV.AI:IT'S

BIIOWNbjltSHOE STORE
RALOU'
HO'.If~~V

CHARLESTON
ILL •

OOV SCOUT

.:.,.i(""lt•.
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PATR IC IA
Burke Ziegfeld,
daughter of the late
Broadway girls' glorifier and actress Billie
Burke, is an apprentice in University of
California dramatic
department.

WIT~21 ~~ERATS~SHER SUBJECTS,

D ILLINGER'S DEATH MASK, along with apparatus used
by G-men, were placed on display at the recent St. Louis
convention of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Mtldred Elhs ts conductmg a unique ·experi,
· ment at Pomona College to determine if daily
doses of aspirm will harm rats. and humans. ·

...

pROF. E. R. A. SELIG~
MAN (right), Columbia
University, is presented wit..~
the medal of the Carlos
Manuel de Cespedes order
of the Cuban Republic by
Cayetano de Quesada, act~
ing Cuban consul, as a re,
ward for his services as
economic adviser to Cuba.

He Writes Nothing
NATIVE of Russia . . . supervisor over the
•
work of 61 writers, including Dorothy Parker
and Thiffany Thayer . . . and author of nothmg
himself . . . quick facts about Manuel Wolfe, new
story chief for Paramount pictures.
.
Son of a Russian U:nmigrant who brought hun
Hibbing, Minn., at the age d
two . . . Hibbing high gra '
uate in '2o . . . newspaper
man in his home town . · ·
then, curiously three years 3
student in a Cincin ati theo'
logical semirary ~ . . with a
desire to be a rabbi.
Printer's ink in his
'Manny'.' Wolfe dr ~fted
. . . where he enrolled in
University of California
eley) . . . English scholar
backstage worker for college plays . . . who
Chaucer after graducttion in '27 for such things
traveling with Isadora Duncan dancers . . .
· ·
as "reader" at Warner Brothers . . . making
of books and magazine stories . . . he went up
tinselled ladder until he achieved his present
·
. . . that of assigning work to Paramount
reading scripts, and looking for writing talent . .
and writing nothing himself, except notes for the
writers.

A

d

QR. E. A. WOLF, University of

Pittsburgh biologist, explains
to athletes his findings which prove
that in normal people the pulse re,
turns to normal five minutes after
exertion, in nervous peop1e about
ten minutes after exercise.

A Reliable Irishman
AS LONG as James Cagney needs a kind but rough

and tough diamond to win the girl from, Pat
O'Brien will probably stay at Warner Brothers and
make more pictures . . . but Warners finds hima
reliable Irishman for other assignments too . . . and
Warners rescued him from the oblivion he seemed
headed for after his smash film
debut in Howard Hughes,
Front Page in 1931.
M ilwaukeean, born I8<)<j,.Pat
attended Marquette University
in 1919, joined Alpha Gamma
Phi and Theta Nu Epsilon,
and acted all the time . . . out
of college . . . and all the way
to New York by 1923 . . . .
American Academy of Dra,
matic Art tr<!ining . .· . After
grueling battering in stock he
returned to New York and sought work before foot'
lights with another kid, Spencer Tracy . . . was
·making a big hit in Overture on Broadway and was
scheduled for Barry's 'fomorrow and 'fomorrow when
Howard Hughes wanted him for Front Page. Hughes
bought his contract . . . Pat stayed in Hollywood.

[CAMEL'S "TRY 10" OFFER CON~~;;;
~ EWTHOUSANDS OF

COLLEGE SMOKERS!

.R ~d Our Invitation to You
e

, .

.

them the mildest, bestwith the
t Camels. If you don t tind
Smoke 10 fragran
k d return the package
ever smo e '
f
this
flavored cigarettes you
time within a month rom
.
· it to us at any
e
rest of the ctgarettes tn
f ll purchase price, plus postag .
we will refund your u
TOBACCO COMPANY
date, and
(Signed} R..

J.

R.EYNO;?!ToN-SALEM. NORTH cAROLINA

Knowing the finer, more expensive tobaccos used in Camels,
we make this offer •.• confident
that you'll find your ideal cigarette in Camels•••• For experience· shows that ~ quickly
sense the difference in Camel's

COSTI .IER TOBACCOS!

JT'S IN!

James Vopicka,
Robert Riegel and Howard Braun put in a perfect
shot during a practice session in the University of
Illinois gym.

QFFICERS of the Geological Society of
America held an organization meeting
preliminary to the annual convention of the
society in New York City. (Left to right)
Adolph Knopf, Yale; W. 0. Hotchkiss,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; C. P.
Berkey and Douglas Johnson, Columbia; and
F. F. Gro~t, Minnesota.

pAULINE EMERY is the top-rank beauty queen of
Washburn College (Topeka, Kan.). She's a freshman and
a member of Alpha Phi sorority

A MERICA'S first

1936 beauty
queen, Margaret
Kirkpatrick, is being
crowned "Desert
Queen" after her
election to the honor
position by Univer,
sity of New Mex,
ico art students.

PRESIDENTS
and professors
pitched in to help
when Chapman Col·
lege (Los Angeles)
moved its music de,
partment and en,
larged its gymna,
sium. Prof. Ray Crit,
tendon, Pres. G. F.
Cheverton and Doris
Richardson are
shown moving a pile
of debris.

RECORDING vARIATIONS IN NEW ENGLAND
SPEECH, Robert Stone, linguistic field worker, picks up
the speech characteristics of Herman G. Tucker (left), Rhode
Island auctioneer and farmer. More than r,ooo similar records
will be made for the Linguistic Atlas of New England being
prepared by Dr. Hans Kurath of Brown University

MY MALONEY,
leading heavy,
contender, is the
coach at the Univer,
Miami, Coral Gables

R

ADIO STARS Fibber M'Gee and·Molly give the students in _the Drake University school of
radio a few pointers on how to successfully conduct a dramatic program.

LEADING PHI BETE , ,
B ASEBALL'S
Burgess Whitehead, a _ m~~ber of Zeta

Psi fraternity from the Umve~s1ty o~ North
Carolina, has left the St. \:-oUls Card1nals to
join the New York Giants.

COLONELS ON A FENCE,, Honorary -cadet ofhcers of the Carnegie I~stitute of
E IGHT
Technology (Pittsburgh) R.O.T.C. corps review the battalions from a vantage,pomt atop a
high fence.

QR. W. A. EDDY, Dartmouth College English professor, has just been named to the
presidency of Hobart and William Smith Colleges.
He is a graduate of Wooster College-and Princeton
University.

FRANCES WOODS, University of Kentucky
sophomore, has just been elected campus beauty
queen by her classmates. She's a member of Delta
Delta Delta.

LADY LUCK OF THE SECOND CENTURY - - This bas relief of Atargatis, goddess of good
fortune of Palmyra, was unearthed in Syria by a Yale University expedition.

THIs

CHUCK WAGNER, University of Washington forward,
is considered by expert observers of the game to be one
of the greatest forwards in the country this season.

R E;

MARKABLE
photo of a prO:.
jectile in mid-air
was taken by a
University of Akron student and
member of that
university's R.O.
T. C. group attending camp at
Edgewood Arse·

nal.

AMHERST ENTER T Al. NS
NOTABLES - , President Stanley King (left) is shown above with
Count Carlo Sforza, former Italian
statesman, after the latter spoke at
the Massachusetts college. Count
Ayske Kabayama (inset), Japanese
statesman, was granted an honorary
degree at a special convocation . .

@

ROOSTER
SEES SUN RISE
AND BEGIN S
TO CROW AND
FLAP HIS
WINGS. BREEZE
FROM WIN GS
STARTS 8LAD.ES
ON WINDLASS
REVOLV I NG
WHICH PU LLS
CATCH AND
ALLOWS WIN DOW·
TO DROP SHUT.
ATTACHM ENT
ON W IND OW~·
LIFT TU RNS
ON STEAM IN
RAD IATOR@•.
P.S. ON CLOUDY
DAYS STAY
IN BED

P.A. HAS THE

FLAVOR! AND
I G-ET MORE
PIPEFULS OUT

OF THE BIGRED Tl N

C YNTHIA PEDLEY is
the new "sweetheart "
of the University of Nebraska. She was chosen at a
Kosmet Klub election.

~mlilliliildl~=a:i-llillllltlliliilri~ EXACT CONDITIONS
of a two-hour tide can
be duplicated in this mbdel
of the Columbia River basin
coristructed by l]niversity
of California scientists.

S TAR College of t~e City of Ne~ York basketeers work out m New York s · Y.M.H.A.
gymnasium. (Left to right) Harry Kovner, Sidney
Kat~ and Bernard Fliegel.

PING-PONG is the fav
orite indoor sport of
women of Westminster College (New W ilmington, Pa.).

ROGER
D R.WILLIAM
S,
working in his Ore,
gon State College
laboratory, has de,
veloped pantothenic
acid, a powerful regulator of growth and
an acid that is ap . .
parently a universal
constituent of allliv
ing cells.

STRATOSPHERIC flight data,
gathered in the latest
ascent of the Explorer II, are being
checked by these University of Rochester
students working under the direction of
Prof. Brian O'Brien.

COP COMES OF A~E . . , Geor~e B. Gould is ~elehratin_g
his 21st year as Umon College s campus guard1an. He 1s
more than 8o years old.
S

M. U.S FIGHTING MUSTANGS were entertained by Anita Louise, Wini Shaw, Paula
• Stone and Marie Wilson when they visited the talkie studios in Hollywood.

